
Berlin (Germany), 10 June 2009 

Ray-Ban introduces Carbon Fibre, the first release of the brand new Ray-Ban Tech Collection. 

Ray-Ban Tech styles are the result of avant-garde manufacturing techniques leveraging both the unique Ray-Ban’s history and state 
of the art processes specific to carbon fibre. A patented hyper-technological process is being employed in the development of Ray-Ban 
Tech together with sophisticated and constantly evolving materials.

Innovation has always been an integral part of Ray-Ban’s DNA: the 1937 patent for the legendary Aviator model first used the term 
“anti-glare.” These iconic sunglasses were developed specifically to offer pilots highly functional and comfortable shades. 
The green anti-reflective lenses, made of mineral glass to filter out infrared and ultraviolet rays, the teardrop shape, designed to fit 
snugly around the eye socket, and the ultra-lightweight gold-plated alloy frame are details that represent cutting-edge technical 
innovations, even today.

Carbon fibre is an extraordinarily sturdy yet extremely lightweight material. It has a very fine, threadlike structure and it is used to 
manufacture a wide range of materials referred to as “composites” because the fibres are combined with a matrix – generally resin – 
designed to hold these extremely strong fibres together, protect them and maintain the shape of the product. 

In the Ray-Ban Tech Carbon Fibre Collection, the wrap-around temples are made of reinforced polyester resin sheets, composed of 
seven layers, all of which are made of carbon fibre mixed with resin. Each sheet is water-cut in order to suit even the slimmest temples. 
The result of this patented process is a frame that is extremely lightweight, sturdy, flexible and exceptionally durable. 

The indestructible lightness of Tech, Ray-Ban’s most advanced collection, goes hand in hand with innovative, performance-enhancing 
features. The P3 (polycarbonate) and P3PLUS (crystal) lenses guarantee exceptional polarization, with more vivid and high-definition 
colors. An anti-reflective coating is also applied to eliminate glare and  fully protect your eyes from harmful UV rays.
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All the lenses must pass an impact test, known as the “Drop Ball Test”: a 16-millimeter steel ball is dropped onto the lens from a 
height of 1.27 meters. Furthermore, the hydro-oleophobic coating means that lenses are permanently protected against water and oily 
agents such as perspiration and fingerprints. Instead of adhering to the lens, water simply slides off, making Ray-Ban Tech ideal for 
sports and outdoor activities. 

The rubber-injected end pieces and the embossed Ray-Ban logo on the inside of the temples of the Ray-Ban Tech Carbon Fibre frames 
allow for a better grip and optimum comfort. Furthermore, the bridge can be flexed and adjusted easily to fit faces of all shapes. 
The hinges have no welding on the front frame making the sunglasses more durable and enhancing their contours. 

The Ray-Ban Tech Collection comes in a wide range of colors and styles, with a variety of combinations of temples and lenses, along 
with the usual colors in black and gray aluminum. The lenses are available in two different versions, polarized and non-polarized.

RB 8301 
This model reinterprets the iconic teardrop Aviator style. 
The carbon fibre temples are combined with the bold shape of the 
metal front with a double bridge, for a strong, decisive personality. 

RB 8302
This model features a metal frame and a double bridge, with large 
rounded lenses. These carbon fibre sunglasses with classic lines fit 
any face beautifully, making them perfect for both men and women. 



RB 8303
These rimless sunglasses boast a front with a highly original metal 
bridge: the perfect choice for those who love a sleek and simple look. 
Extremely lightweight and functional, with face-hugging contours, 
this model guarantees top comfort in any situation.

RB 8304
Ultra-lightweight, functional, chic and streamlined, this rimless model 
features a metal bridge with unusual contours. The rounded lenses give 
these sunglasses a more feminine air, and the elongated shape exudes 
modern sophistication.

About Ray-Ban     
www.ray-ban.com

About Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica Group is a global leader in premium fashion, luxury and sports eyewear, with over 6,250 optical and sun retail stores in North America, Asia-Pacific, China, South Africa 
and Europe and a strong and well balanced brand portfolio. Luxottica’s key house brands include Ray-Ban, the best known sun eyewear brand in the world, Oakley, Vogue, Persol, 
Oliver Peoples, Arnette and REVO, while license brands include Bvlgari, Burberry, Chanel, Dolce & Gabbana, Donna Karan, Polo Ralph Lauren, Prada, Salvatore Ferragamo, Tiffany 
and Versace. In addition to a global wholesale network covering 130 countries, the Group manages leading retail brands such as LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North America, 
OPSM and Laubman & Pank in Australasia, LensCrafters in Greater China and Sunglass Hut globally. The Group’s products are designed and manufactured in six Italy-based 
manufacturing plants and in two wholly-owned plants in China. In 2008, Luxottica Group posted consolidated net sales of e 5.2 billion. Additional information on the Group is 
available at www.luxottica.com.

Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward-looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements involve risks, 
uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the 
ability to successfully integrate Oakley’s operations, the ability to realize expected synergies from the merger with Oakley, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, 
the ability to maintain an efficient distribution network, the ability to manage the effect of the poor current global economic conditions on our business and predict future economic 
conditions and changes in consumer preferences, the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favorable license arrangements, the availability 
of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses, fluctuations in exchange rates, the ability to effectively integrate other recently acquired businesses, as well as other political, 
economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties described in our filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These forward-looking statements are 
made as of the date hereof, and we do not assume any obligation to update them. 

All of Ray-Ban Tech Carbon Fibre styles are available in three different colors: black with green lenses, gray with mirror gray lenses, 
and gray with bronze end-pieces and brown lenses.   


